
Part 3-Vinal Liyanage

Betty stepped onto the stage feeling trepidatious. Then she heard the crowd go silent and then
laughter and boos. The judges whispered to each other. Betty caught a word of what they said,”
Women can’t sing”. Betty thought to herself in anger, I’ll show you. Then the band set off with
the lively beat of music and the crowd was shocked. Betty’s voice jumped into everybody mouth
and forced them to cheer and the stage light was dancing around. The birds could be heard
singing the melody and the judges were like a painting; there faces were frozen with shock.
Betty’s hair was like a dancer, swaying side to side. The moon was arriving at the dance, as a
guest enjoying the music. The judges were as quiet as a mouse, while the audience was as
loud as a dinosaur. Betty was singing proudly, just like a parent who had just known that their
child was a global hero. The stage was turning as bright as Bettys new career had just become.
When Betty finished her song, the judges were still shocked. Betty smiled. She has had a lot of
challenges throughout her journey. Her parents and friends pressured her to sing rock and all
Betty wanted to sing was jazz. But still, Betty had thought one day she would make it to the best
level, and here she was.
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Unfortunately, you weren't able to add into your writing the specific setting asked from the prompt. You should've at least showed to your readers that this event took place in the 1920s. Moreover, the plot-line is a bit unclear and disorganised. I get that you were aiming for a fairy-tale like atmosphere here since you did talk about the moon being in the audience. but that wasn't really effectively written since it only stirs more confusion to your readers. Is this a fantasy story? The commitment is lacking. Lastly, you weren't able to write down a total of 10 metaphors and 5 personification. Please apply yourself.
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